Introduction
Multi-object tracking (MOT) has been one of the fundamental problems in computer vision, essential for lots of applications (e.g home-care, house-care, security systems, etc.). The main objective of MOT is to estimate the states of multiple objects while identifying these objects under appearance and motion variation in time. This problem becomes more challenging due to frequent occlusion by background or other objects, object pose as well as illumination variation, etc.
Depending on the time of data association process, tracking algorithms can be categorized into 2 types: local and global tracking. Local trackers [17, 20] associate object detections in current frame with the best matching object trajectories in the past. These methods are capable of online processing based on frame-to-frame association and therefore, could be applied in real-time applications. In general, local trackers use bipartite matching methods for short-term data association where Hungarian algorithm is the most popular method. Although these methods are computationally inexpensive, object identification could fail due to inaccurate detections (false alarms) and only short-term occlusions can be handled. Global trackers [28, 18] can overcome the shortcomings of local trackers by extension of the bipartite matching into network flow. The direct acyclic graph in [28] was formed where vertices are object detections or short tracklets and edges are the similarity links between vertices. In [18] , the track of a person forms a clique and MOT is formulated as constraint maximum weight clique graph. The data association solutions for these global tracker are found through minimumcost flow algorithm. However, global tracking methods also have their obvious drawbacks, such as: high computational cost due to iterative association process to generate globally optimized tracks and with the requirement of entire object detection in a given video.
Recently, some proposed trackers tried to combine both local and global tracking methods in a framework to perform online object tracking. The MOT methods in [1, 16] use the frame-to-frame association to generate tracklets followed by a tracklet association process with a time buffer latency. However, their performance is limited by their object features and tracklet representation. These methods utilize basic features (e.g. 2D information, color histogram or constant velocity) applied on whole body parts and use Gaussian distribution to describes the object. This way of representation could lose important information to discriminate objects and consequently, could fail to track objects in complex scene conditions ( such as occlusion, low video resolution or insufficient lighting of environment).
On the other hand, multiple-shot person re-identification methods [11, 27, 15] gained high performances in matching objects from different camera views. In order to match a query person to the closest person in a gallery, these reidentification methods use efficient features and object rep- resentations. These methods are applied to solve problems that involve pose and camera view setting variation.
In this paper, we propose a robust online multi-object tracking method which extends object representation and methods proposed for re-identification domain to address problems in MOT. This method integrates a local and global trackers in a comprehensive framework. The local tracker generates object trajectories called tracklets. Object features are computed for full and body parts, then, each tracklet is represented by a set of multi-modal feature distribution modeled by GMMs. The global tracker associates tracklets after mis-detections or occlusions based on learning Mahalanobis distance between GMM components. In order to learn this metric, KISSME [8] algorithm is adopted to learn feature transformations between different scenes by directly learning transformation between probability distributions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2 presents the details about the structure and flows of the mentioned two-step comprehensive tracking framework. Section 3 evaluates the robustness of our method by comparing its performance with other state-of-the-art trackers. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed framework consisting of two offline and online blocks. In the offline block, the framework learns the similarity metric between the tracklets using data in the training set. Once the similarity metric is learned, the two-step online block underlines the interaction between local (frame-to-frame) and global trackers. The local tracker's objective is to find correct object trajectories in the past while, the global tracker tries to find object associations between aggregated tracklets. In the first step, the tracklets are constructed by putting together frame-toframe tracker's output. For a reliable tracklet representation tracklet filtering is applied by splitting spatially disconnected or occluded tracks and filtering out noisy tracklets. In the second step, in every video segment Δt, the global tracker carries out data association and performs online tracklet matching. Association and matching process happens based on Mahalanobis metric among representations of tracklets stacked in two previous video segments (2Δt).
Proposed framework

Tracklet Initiation and Filtering
We define tracklet T r i between consecutive frames < m, n > as a chain of tracked objects called nodes N i where i represents the ID of object and N represents the object bounding-box.
alternatively, a tracklet is a connected sequence of tracked object's bounding-boxes, created using output of the local tracker. In order to provide the global tracker with reliable set of tracklets, the initial tracklets should qualify a filtering process. If due to mis-detection, an inconsistency in tracklet initialization is observed, the tracklet gets re-evaluated. If distance of two bounding-boxes in two consecutive frames was larger than a threshold, a split operation on the tracklet will be followed. In another scenario, if two adjacent tracklets got occluded by each other, split operation is applied on overlapped object detection. And also, if a tracklet's length was smaller than a threshold, the tracklet is considered as noise and is eliminated from further process. Moreover, for every created tracklet, a set of relationships with other tracklets is defined. If the time intervals of the tracklets are overlapped, the relation between those tracklets is called "Neighbour" meaning that they cannot associate with each other. On the contrary, a "Candidate" relation occurs when a tracklet has no time overlap and has close spatial distance with the given tracklet. This tracklet can potentially associate with the given tracklet.
Tracklet representation
Inspired by person Re-identification approach in [15] , appearance of a tracklet is modeled as a multi-channel appearance mixture (appearance model). The representation divides body into three parts: full, upper and lower. Each channel in the mixture model corresponds to a particular body part. Since person Re-identification usually deals with identification of a person from different camera views, it is expected that using Re-id representation becomes even more effective in single-view multi-object tracking problem.
Due to different illumination conditions and arbitrary pose of a person with respect to camera view, the representation should stay invariable to these changes in order to have effective object tracking. By accepting variability as a natural property of appearance, we deal with it as a multimodal probability distribution of features. To be invulnerable against occlusion, the appearance models are created independently, one for each part of the detection boundingbox (full, upper and lower part of the bounding-box).
Given a set of nodes (detection bounding-boxes) belonging to tracklet T r i , its representation Q is defined as a set of appearance models
Each appearance model in the set is a multivariate GMM distribution of low-level features of part p. Since fitting a GMM with full covariance matrix to limited number of points and high dimensional features is difficult, the covariance matrices are restricted to be diagonal.
Appearance models help to overcome occlusion, pose variation and illumination problems. Unlike feature pruning methods that are problem specific, we create models with different features without pruning. Although this can cause redundancy in feature representation but the features are computed efficiently to be shared between the parts (upper and lower body regions are defined as 60% of bounding-box of the person). To describe an object we use appearance features that are locally computed on spatial grid of object detection bounding-boxes, including: HOG [3] , LOMO [11] , HSCD [27] and Color histogram features where LOMO and HSCD features have never been applied in MOT domain. While the framework exploits HOG feature as a shapebased feature to overcome difficulties of pose variation, it benefits from other features to cope with illumination and appearance changes happening in long occlusions.
Learning mixture parameters
For each body part p of each object with ID i, the parameters of the appearance model M i p are learned independently. There is no a priori knowledge about the number of mixture components -modes-of a person, therefore, both discovery of the modes and description of them using lowlevel features need to be addressed.
People appearing in a video have different appearance and produce GMMs with variable number of components. Therefore, the number of components are not a priori determined and need to be retrieved. In order to infer the number of GMM components for each appearance model automatically, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection is used. Knowing fixed number of the components, the parameters of a GMM could be learned conveniently using Expectation-Maximization method.
Similarity metric for tracklet representations
Similarity metric plays an essential role in comparing two candidate tracklets' representations. Similarity of two tracklet representations is defined as the sum of similarities between the corresponding appearance models. Given the distance between two appearance models d(M 1 , M 2 ) of tracklet representations Q i and Q j , we can convert this distance into similarity using Gaussian similarity kernel:
where
is max normalized distance between tracklet representations Q i and Q j of part p. β p,j and γ p,j are the maximum and minimum normalized distance between tracklet representation Q j and representations of all other tracklets, respectively. The factor of 1 3 in formula makes Gaussian similarity kernel to be zero for tracklet representation Q i that has maximum normalized distance from tracklet representation Q j .
The distance between two appearance models is defined as a sum of distance between GMM components weighted by their prior probabilities:
where G nk is the component k of GMM M n∈{1,2} with corresponding prior π nk .
To compute the distance between two GMMs we learn Mahalanobis metric between them. For a pair of vectors x ij = (x i , x j ), squared Mahalanobis distance is defined as:
where M 0 is a positive semidefinite matrix. Some of popular algorithms to learn matrix M from a set of vector pair X = {x ij |i = 1 : m, j = 1 : n} are LMNN [23] , ITML [4] and KISSME [8] . However, for our experiments, we use KISSME [8] for its simplicity, low computation cost and effectivess under challenging conditions. KISSME algorithm assumes independent Gaussian generation processes with parameters θ + = (0, Σ + ) and θ − = (0, Σ − ) for positive and negative pairs (x i , x j ), respectively, based on their difference vector x i − x j . Given pair associations, the feature-difference covariance matrices can be computed as follow:
where x i and x j are means of two Gaussian distributions and x ij ∈ {X + , X − } is ground truth similarity labels, X + and X − are positive and negative sample sets while N + and N − are their sizes, respectively. To obtain samples, we divide every object trajectory in the ground truth into two equal parts, where, each one of the parts is considered as positive sample of the counterpart and negative samples of a tracklet are all of the other trajectories.
Given the covariance metrices, Mahalanobis metric with matrix M (M = Σ + −1 − Σ − −1 ) is learned independently from appearance models of each part and similarity between the Gaussian distribution pairs are retrieved using similarity labels of tracklet pairs.
Data association
In the online phase, the framework tries to calculate the global matching scores of a tracklet with candidates in its relationship set in every video segment Δt. Similarity matrix S={m ij } is constructed with calculated scores between all of candidates, where i=1..n, j=1..n, and n is the number of tracklets in current time interval [t−2Δt,t]. If tracklet j is in the candidate list of tracklet i, the similarity of the pair is calculated using Mahalanobis metric m ij = Sim(Q i , Q j ), otherwise it is set to zero in the similarity matrix. Once the cost matrix is computed, the optimal association pairs, which minimize the data association cost in S, are determined using Hungarian algorithm.
Experiments and results
Our approach is evaluated on two challenging benchmark datasets. A local tracker using different object appearance features [2] is selected to validate our framework. We use a publicly available detection and evaluation method to have a fair comparison with other state-of-the-art trackers.
Datasets
We have evaluated our tracker's performance on two challenging benchmark datasets: MOT challenge (2DMOT2015) and ParkingLot.
• 2DMOT2015 includes 11 sequences, 5783 frames with 721 objects. This dataset shows a large variety of outdoor scenes with strong and frequent person-person occlusions, people moving in random directions captured by fixed or moving low angle cameras and crowded environment (two of the sequences have 197 and 226 moving humans, respectively). Both dataset and person detection information are available on MOTchallenge website 1 .
• ParkingLot The main challenge of this dataset is occlusion and confusion caused by objects walking closely with similar appearance. We choose Parkinglot1 sequence including 14 objects in 998 frames for testing because it is one of the most popular benchmarks for tracking evaluation and its detection is available on UCF website 2 .
1 https://motchallenge.net/ 2 http://crcv.ucf.edu/data/ParkingLOT/
Evaluation metrics
We use the common CLEAR MOT consisting of multiple metrics and follow publicly provided toolkit on MOT challenge website for a fair comparison with other approaches. The multiple object tracking precision (MOTP↑) evaluates the intersection area over the union area of the bounding boxes. The multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA↑) calculates the accuracy composed of false negatives (FN↓), false positives (FP↓), and identity switching (IDSw↓). In addition, the tracking-time metrics are computed: the number of trajectories in ground-truth (GT), the ratio of mostly tracked trajectories (MT↑), the ratio of mostly lost trajectories (ML↓) and the number of track fragments (Frag↓). Here, ↑ indicates that higher scores correspond to better results, and ↓ shows that lower scores correspond to better results.
System parameters
All parameters have been found experimentally, and remained unchanged for benchmark datasets. The same threshold θ = 0.3 is used for all of the data association process. The size of a video segment is fixed to 15 frames. The minimum size of a tracklet is set to 3.
Performance evaluation
A quantitative comparison between our approach and thirteen state-of-the-art tracking methods on challenging 2DMOT2015 dataset is shown in table 1. In evaluation part, we also categorize state-of-the-art trackers into two groups: Offline and online tracking. In order to emphasis the robustness of proposed approach which satisfies both requirements of online processing and high tracking performance, we show that our method not only outperforms online methods, but also has comparable performances compared to offline ones.
Our approach outperforms both online and offline methods when metrics ML and FN are used. In detail, our approach misses the least number of objects shown by metric ML and keeps track of highest number of objects, shown by the lowest number of false negatives in metric FN. The results on these two metrics illustrate the impressive improvement of our method compared to others. We reduce nearly one-forth the number of lost objects compared to methods [9, 10, 6, 26, 1] and nearly a half compared to [5] on metric ML. With metric FN, the number of false negatives in our method is reduced at least by 2,379 compared to [14] and the most by 11,421 compared to [5] . According to metric MT, our tracker performs remarkably better than trackers [10, 6, 19, 7, 13, 26, 5, 1] and in total has the second best performance. However, the best tracker [22] not impressive in on metrics MOTA, FP, IDWs and Frag compared to the others from the state-of-the-art. However, looking at the table 1, we can see that trackers have best results on some metrics but not on all of the metrics. According to the analysis in [21] , trajectory-based metrics, including metrics MT and ML, show the ratios of ground-truth trajectory's life span are covered by a track hypothesis (at least 80% for MT and at most 20% for ML, respectively). MT and ML are not influenced by the number of Frag or IDSw. As a result, these metrics give more information about the coverage of the trajectories rather than the ability of the tracker to reproduce them. On the other hand, results on metrics FP, FN, MOTA and MOTP are sensible to detector errors. Particularly, metrics FP and FN are computed by detector precision and recall, while metric MOTA and MOTP show how much a tracker is able to find target positions and reject false alarms proposed by the detector. Therefore, in terms of tracking performance evaluation, trajectory-based metrics (MT and ML) are proved to be more reliable than the others.
With Parkinglot dataset, we use the MOT evaluation toolkit to compare our tracking performance with publicly annotated data. The results of our tracker and others from state-of-the-art are shown in table 2. Only tracker [24] and ours are evaluated by MT, ML and IDSw. Both methods have the same performances on MT, ML. While [24] has higher results than ours on metrics MOTA and MOTP, our method reduces two-third of IDSw errors. [18] is evaluated only using MOTA and MOTP metrics. The performance of this method is better than ours on MOTA but it performs worse when using MOTP. With [20] , on both metrics MOTA and MOTP, our method has better performances in comparison.
Conclusions
We have proposed a robust multi-object tracking method which integrates a local and a global tracker into a two-step comprehensive framework. The proposed method works in online mode and is suitable for real-time applications. It also effectively addresses some of the highly challenging problems in MOT such as mis-detection, object appearance changes by occlusion, pose or illumination variations, etc. To do so, the extension of object appearance features and metric learning methods proposed for re-identification domain are effectively adapted to MOT. The effectiveness and robustness of our method are verified by extensive experiments and comparison with state-of-the-art trackers is reported.
